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Market Overview Timberline

Market Descrtptlon Index 3 Months YTD 1 Year 3 Years'" 5 Years"

General Stock Man:et S&P50O 5.39% 5.39% 49.n% -4.17% 1.92%

Large Company Value Russell 1000 Value 6.78% 6.78% 53.56% -7.33% 1.05%

Large Company Growth Russell 1000 Growth 4.65"-. 4.65% 49.75% ~.78% 3.42%

Small Companies Russell 2000 7.61% 7.61% 60.321Y. -2.42% 3.82%

International Stocks Morgan stanley EAFE(US$-net} 0.87% 0.87% I 54.44% -7.02% 3.750/.

General Bond Market BarclaysCapitalA9g~gate 1.78% 1.78% 7.69% 6.14% 5.440/.

Short-termBonds Barclays capital1';! Yr GovtlCr. 0.89% 0.89% I 4.15% 5.01% 4.56%
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Consumer Inflation

Producer Inflation

l-rno Change 12-moPriof 12~o Change

~.26% 2.71% 41.70%

80.00% 0.16% -43.75%
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0.19% 212.2 2.14%

1.80% 169.3 6.85%

Economic Output Industrial Production" 101.0 99.5 1.45%

Aggreg"te \"/cekly Hour~ Index; Totol Private Indu3tnc:lo (AY"Hl)
'sccrce : U.S. Oep.:artTTlo!ln'l elf L.tIbo!"":ecre eu elf Ubor St&t1~c~

99.3 1.66%

Aggregate Weekly Work Hours lndex, Typically a leading
economic indicator - employers usually ask existing employees to
put in more time before they look to hire new people. The upturn in
the chart is encouraging. Source: Federal Reserve Bank of SI.
Louis
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Estimated Fund Flows: I find this troubling. I have nothing
against investing for safety, but with extremely low interest
rates, investing for safety is, in other words, an expensive form
of investing. For 2009 and through February of this year,
investors have been pouring money into expensive fixed
income assets. An increase in rates can have a notable and
adverse impact on market values even if the bonds are of the
highest quality. Data source: Morningstar.
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Equity Markets and Asset Allocation: Please take a look at the one-year numbers for the equity market indexes above. The bounce from the
bottom has been remarkable. Those advocating that you need to be a trader in the stock market may have missed a great deal ofthis rally. It
should also be noted that long-term investing in a sensible asset allocation plan was an effective method of dealing with the market turmoil. For the
past three years, an asset allocation of 60% S&P 500 Index and 40% Barclays Aggregate Fixed Income Index would have you at breakeven at
3/31/10. Obviously, this did not make you rich but it did preserve wealth while still providing the opportunity for growth. Data sources: Standard &
Poors; Fidelity
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Inventory to Sales Ratio: Even during a period of weakening
sales, inventories have been driven down to very lean levels.
While nobody has been talking about shortages, it won't take a
great deal of sales gains for it to become a topic in certain
areas. This bodes well for the economy with the need for
greater production and hiring. Chart source: SI. Louis Federal
Reserve.
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While unemployment remained very high, credit conditions difficult and deficits exploded, the u.s. stock
market calmly completed its 4th consecutive quarter of positive returns. For the three months ended
3/31110, the S&P 500 was up 5.39%.

The story for domestic stocks this quarter was similar to that experienced in late 2009. Incremental
improvement in earnings, positive leaning outlooks from companies, and decreasing conditions of crisis
have been consistent factors behind the recent and significant rebound. It also needs to be mentioned that
the equity markets have also been supported by continued accommodative monetary conditions.

With a major move over the past year (the S&P 500 is up almost 50%), one would expect heavy money
flows into domestic equity funds. To the contrary, Morningstar estimates of domestic equity fund flows
were negative in 2009 (see chart on other page) and remained negative though February of this year. One
possible explanation for this is that institutional and global buying has been behind the recent equity run-
up while retail fund investors remained fearful (potentially evidenced by the massive flows into fixed
income funds - see chart again). From a global standpoint, investors may now be giving the United States
a better look with a budding recovery and numerous sovereign debt issues appearing in several parts of
the world. This was probably the main reason for virtually no movement in broad international equity
indexes over the past three months.

Despite the funds flow information, the nature ofthe recent rally suggests an improving economy.
Preference for, and strong performance within, economically sensitive small cap, industrial, consumer
discretionary, and financial stocks stood in clear contrast to the weak performance from the typically
stable utility and telecom sectors. The Fed continues its gradual exit from crisis programs and continues
to speak of a time at which it will look to normalize monetary policies. Right now, the Fed does not
appear to be in big hurry with weak conditions in employment and housing. I think the Fed also
continues to be a quiet supporter ofthe FDIC as it continues to clean up a boatload of failed smaller
banks.

With such a big move over the past year, it is likely that positive earnings developments and possible
better news injobs may already be built into the equity-markets. The money sitting in fixed income funds
could be considered another source of fuel for equities but I worry that sizable sales and price declines in
fixed income could prove to be another disappointment for the equity markets and a source for further
disillusionment for safety oriented investors. It is my position that high quality long-term bonds are not
attractive and that short-maturity profiles are preferable at this time. For equities, earnings expectations,
seasonality patterns, and extraordinary political conditions may keep the market in a trading range until
late in the year. I fully realize that short-term predictions are fraught with danger but I have a sense that
"What to do now?" is a common question at this time. I continue to like the long-term outlook for
equities with dwindling inventory conditions and lean corporate cost structures providing the backdrop for
nice earnings growth.

I hope you found this helpful and thank you for your business and interest in Timberline. It is a pleasure
to be of service and we are honored by your trust.

Gregg Giboney, CFA
President


